Musical: Questions, Answers and Everything In Between Update

With the musical fast approaching, there are just a few loose ends to tie up!

**Makeup**
As makeup is part of the stage experience we are asking that all children come to the performances with the following makeup *lightly* applied to boys and girls:
- Foundation to face
- Blush to cheeks
- Lipstick or lip gloss
- Eyeliner under eye

Makeup is optional for children who have any allergies or other reason why they cannot wear makeup.

**No makeup required for the dress rehearsal on Tuesday 11th August.**

**Hair**
For children with long hair, we are asking that it be tied back in a low ponytail with a black hair tie. They will also need to bring their own brush in case they require a change of hair style between scenes.
There are no specific hair requirements for children with short hair.

**Costumes**
If anyone is still looking for a black long sleeve t/shirt, there are some on hold at Kmart Brunswick (Barkly Square – Barkly Street, Brunswick). Go to the layby department and ask for the t/shirts on hold for the Musical. There are a range of sizes at $3.50 each. Best and Less Northland also have a range of sizes in the boys section at $7.50 each.

**Parent Helpers**
We are looking for parent helpers who have a current Working with Children Check to help with the costumes at all of the performances. The parent helper will assist staff members in the dressing rooms during the performances, dress students and collect and pack costumes after each performance.
As the children in each class are spread across a variety of scenes, you may not necessarily be helping out in your child’s dressing room. You will be issued with a parent helper badge for identification.

Please fill in the slip on the next page and return it to your child’s teacher by this Thursday 6th August.
As there may be more responses than helpers required, the classroom teacher will confirm if your assistance is needed by sending a note home with your child by Friday 7th August.
**Performance Times**
A note will be sent home shortly with information about performance times, and times children will need to arrive at The Darebin Arts & Entertainment Centre.

**Tickets**
There are still plenty of tickets available for both matinees. As there are no restrictions on these performances, tickets can be purchased for extended family members, friends and neighbours.

Cheers,

The Musical Team

---

**Musical: Questions, Answers and Everything In Between Update**

**Parent Helpers**

I (Name) ___________________________________________ can assist with costumes at the following performance.

Please circle which performance you would like to help with.

- **Dress Rehearsal**  Tuesday 11th August (no makeup required)
- **Matinee (Pink Cast)**  Wednesday 12th August
- **Evening (Pink Cast)**  Wednesday 12th August
- **Matinee (Yellow Cast)**  Thursday 13th August
- **Evening (Yellow Cast)**  Thursday 13th August

Contact Details:
Phone: ________________________________

Child’s Name: ___________________________________________ Grade: ____________________